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The Integration of Emotion and Reason in Caregiver Pain

Assessment
To the Editor:
The article by Craig et al1 preserves the duality be-

tween emotions and reason in the claim that automatic
reactions to pain in another are part of a different and
evolutionarily earlier system than controlled, reflective
responses. This view, which sees emotions as somewhat
separate from and in competition with reasoning, is
not consistent with clinical observations of growing in-
fants and children. A more promising line taken in the
target article is the idea that automatic reactions can
be accompanied by controlled responses. This is sup-
ported by functional emotional theory, which suggests
that emotion and reason are integrated and work
together, though at varied levels from one individual
to another.10

According to Craig et al,1 observer response to acute
pain in others is a dual process consistent with the auto-
matic (reflexive) and controlled (reflective) reactions of
people in pain. Automatic emotional systems likely pre-
cede the evolutionary, more recent, controlled reason-
ing systems, and may correspond to what many
neuroscientists describe as the subsymbolic and sym-
bolic systems.5,12 Emotional and cognitive capacities
are thought of as separate but related processes. For
example, Craig et al1 suggest that observer distress to
pain in others precedes cognitive efforts to assess
what is happening and to plan actions to address the
situation.

Damasio4 reports that patients with frontal lobe dam-
age retain reasoning abilities but exhibit deficiencies in
decision-making based on assessment and appraisal of
emotions such as guilt or pride. This view, which pre-
serves the duality between emotions and reason, is
not consistent with naturalistic observations of devel-
oping infants and young children. For example, Green-
span9 found that deficits in emotional and symbolic
signaling between a child and others undermined the
child’s ability to distinguish between fantasy and reality,
a condition of logical thinking. These individuals re-
vealed problems in coregulated emotional signaling, se-
quencing, and planning actions, both functions of the
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prefrontal cortex. This suggests that the ability to use
emotions as signals to probe experience is essential to
developing a sense of reality and the capacity to
reason.10

Clinical work reveals that individual differences in the
awareness of emotions and reason and in the ability to
integrate them may result from an inability to symbolize
emotions.10 For example, individuals vary in their ability
to signal across the complete range of emotions, and in
the ability to name sensations and compare them on re-
flection with the feelings of others. Greenspan9 found
that certain individuals who can’t fully signal with
their emotions tend to discharge intense emotions
directly into action (impulsive behavior), somaticize
them (headache), or engage in polarized thinking pat-
terns or in fragmented or incomplete reflection. These
psychological problems may be associated with a variety
of developmental disorders. The dualistic view of an evo-
lutionary recent reasoning system superimposed on the
ancient emotional system may therefore confuse the dif-
ference between pathological and healthy emotional
development.

By contrast, Craig et al1 state that emotional and rea-
soned observer responses to pain in others can operate
in parallel. With support from functional emotional the-
ory, this more promising line could claim that certain ob-
server responses in pain assessment may be part of
a dynamic system that operates as an integrated whole.
Functional emotional theory hypothesizes that individ-
uals who meet age-expected levels of symbolization
and emotional signaling can transform intense emotions
into complex interactive responses.10 In emotionally
healthy individuals, intense emotions tend to operate
as part of a pattern, where anger or fear coexist as well
as levels of symbolization and problem solving. These in-
dividuals can exchange emotional signals with others
while engaging in symbolic discussions that quickly reg-
ulates and modulates emotions. In acute-pain assess-
ment, a well-integrated caregiver confronted by
another person in pain can respond by judging why
this is happening, or what to do to alleviate the person’s
pain while limiting personal danger and distress.2 This
would be a complex response involving problem solving,
planning, empathy, and strategic thinking. Alternatively,
a less reflective individual might respond to pain in
others with intense fear and panic, and discharge his
emotions by fleeing from the source of perceived threat.
This person would likely experience a conflict between
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the fear and conscious control.8 Regulated emotions that
are part of patterns of interaction are generally linked
with more integrated patterns of response and higher
levels of reflective thinking. Less regulated emotions
tend to be part of aversive situations and less reflective
patterns.10,13 It could be that the more fully an
individual masters emotional signaling, the more
flexible his emotional responses in pain assessment and
the more these responses function as a highly adaptive
instrument of ‘‘reason.’’

Functional emotional theory and developmental psy-
chology can support the idea that emotional signaling
links emotion to cognition. In healthy development,
catastrophic emotions such as fear and rage are trans-
formed from fixed action responses into emotional sig-
nals and interactive emotional patterns in the second
half of year 1 and the second year of life and thereaf-
ter.9,10 As the catastrophic responses of infants to
acute pain become shaped by parents and caregivers
into emotional signals, the experience of pain can be
modulated through emotional interactions with
others.3,6,7 The perception of pain can be experienced
as a freestanding perception or image.10 This image
can then acquire meaning through additional emo-
tional interactions. For example, the image of pain
becomes associated with a whole pattern of emotions:
fear, threat, unpleasantness, soothing, comfort, inti-
macy. As it receives emotional meaning, the image
and its associated emotional patterns becomes a sym-
bol. The image of pain is not a single unitary entity
based on the interpretation of a physically induced
aversive state. It is a representation (a symbolization)
of a complex interaction pattern that may involve fear
and then comfort, and then less fear and more comfort,
and then even less fear and more comfort. What was
initially an aversive sensation—pain—is now an interac-
tive emotional pattern that involves the child’s emo-
tions and the caregiver’s emotions.3,11,13 As a growing
symbol, it can be combined with other symbols into
concepts and ultimately become part of an integrated
system of reasoned thinking. To the degree to which
caregiver reactions are transformed into signals and
interactive patterns that are symbolized, caregiver
pain assessment is an integrated response. To the
degree that this doesn’t happen, automatic emotional
responses may remain locked in their primary aversive
mode in which perception of pain in others is tied
to global action patterns. This pattern would be
associated with different types of developmental
disorders.10
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